TOSS PILLOWS

AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE
ABOUT OUR TEAK

With more than one hundred designer fabrics to choose from, our toss pillows
are the perfect way to enhance the beauty of your furniture. More than just
eye-catching, these extra comfortable pillows use a special outdoor fill that
feels like down feathers. Available styles include an 18" x 7" Bolster, 19" x 11"
Lumbar, and Square pillows in sizes 16", 18", 20" and 22". Standard features
include a welt, zipper, and a water-resistant liner that helps keep the pillow
dry. Further options are available at no additional charge: contrast-welt; 1"
flange welt; and button. Note: Button and flange welt not available on
Bolster style.

Preservation of the Earth’s ecological system is today a major concern.
Indiscriminate deforestation of the Amazon Basin and other rainforests
has led to widespread suspicion by the public of those companies in the
teak industry. Kingsley Bate leads the way in the garden furniture
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market... the first American company to use Javanese teak in the
manufacture of its furniture. Our Indonesian teak is harvested from
carefully controlled plantations, established by the Dutch in the midA
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19th century. The Indonesian government allows the felling of a limited
number of trees each year, and ensures that an equal amount of

A. 22" Square Pillow: #PL2222

reforestation takes place. In 1983 Kingsley Bate, in conjunction with

C. Bolster Pillow: #PL1807
18" x 7"

the Indonesian government and its people, undertook to develop a teak

20" Square Pillow: #PL2020
D. Optional Button

furniture program in Java. Since then, Indonesia and Kingsley Bate have

E. Optional 1" Flange Welt

shown that such a program can be implemented without detriment to

18" Square Pillow: #PL1818
16" Square Pillow: #PL1616

that country’s natural resources. Due to increasing demand for this

B. Lumbar Pillow: #PL1911
19" x 11"

beautiful hardwood, Kingsley Bate now uses a select amount of
Burmese teak in its productions. Whether Javanese or Burmese, you can
be assured that we use only the finest quality teak in our furniture.
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18" x 7" Bolster

Boston Symphony Orchestra Hall, Tanglewood. Furniture by Kingsley Bate.

Pillows shown from left to right: 20" Square, 16" Square, 19" x 11" Lumbar, 18" Square, 22" Square.
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